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Abstract—Query expansion is an information retrieval technique in which new

query terms are selected to improve search performance. Although useful terms

can be extracted from documents whose relevance is already known, it is difficult

to get enough of such feedback from a user in actual use. We propose a query

expansion method that performs well even if a user makes practically minimum

effort, that is, chooses only a single relevant document. To improve searches in

these conditions, we made two refinements to a well-known query expansion

method. One uses transductive learning to obtain pseudorelevant documents,

thereby increasing the total number of source documents from which expansion

terms can be extracted. The other is a modified parameter estimation method that

aggregates the predictions of multiple learning trials to sort candidate terms for

expansion by importance. Experimental results show that our method outperforms

traditional methods and is comparable to a state-of-the-art method.

Index Terms—Information search and retrieval, query formulation, relevance

feedback, machine learning.

Ç

1 INTRODUCTION

WHEN searching for information, people usually do not obtain
much relevant information in the initial search and need to modify
queries and search again until they get satisfactory results. Query
expansion is an automatic search technique that extracts useful
terms from selected documents to improve the search. Although
many techniques have been proposed, a standard method is to use
relevant information provided by a user [1]. Although a large
amount of relevant information would help in selecting effective
search terms, users generally do not provide a lot of it. They usually
provide little or no relevant feedback because identifying relevant
documents is very time consuming [2].

Pseudofeedback, which assumes that top-ranked documents
are relevant, is a standard way of enhancing initial search results
that requires no human input regarding relevance. Though this
technique has been proven to be effective, its performance depends
on the quality of the initial search. If there are no relevant
documents among the search results, pseudofeedback may
improve little on the initial result [3]. There are several improved
pseudofeedback approaches, including use of clustering [4], one-
class support vector machine (SVM) [5], large external corpora [6],
and implicit feedback [7].

In contrast to the above approaches, we consider a type of
manual feedback where users stop the search as soon as the first
relevant document is found. This approach is very important
because even a single relevant document is much more effective
than many nonrelevant documents [3]. Although this type of
feedback can be gotten simply by inputting one relevant document
into the traditional retrieval methods, some methods, such as
OKAPI [8] and SMART [9], cannot get enough statistics and variety
to expand query terms because they use frequency of relevant
documents to select expansion terms.

We use transductive learning [10] to overcome the problem of
lack of relevant information. This learning approach is more
effective than traditional inductive learning, especially when there
are few training examples. Using this technique, we attempt to
increase the number of pseudorelevant documents based on
relevant documents. Once pseudorelevant documents are ob-
tained, they are used to select expansion terms. Simple application
of transductive learning does not work well because parameter
tuning is very difficult. Therefore, we modify the basic scoring
function of OKAPI to apply learning to query expansion.

The remainder of this paper is structured as follows: Section 2

introduces our query expansion method step by step and explains

two fundamental techniques: Robertson’s wpq method and the

Spectral Graph Transducer (SGT) algorithm. Section 3 explains

how our method overcomes problems that occur when SGT is

applied to it. Section 4 demonstrates the effectiveness of our

method as compared with other query expansion techniques.

Section 5 analyzes the experimental results. Finally, Section 6

summarizes our findings.

2 BASIC METHODS

2.1 Query Expansion with Transductive Learning

First of all, we explain our query expansion method step by step. In

the following procedure, (U) represents a step executed by a user

and (S) represents a step executed by the system.

1. Initial search (U). A user starts a retrieval by inputting a
query to an IR system.

2. Minimal user feedback for relevance judgment (U).

When an IR system returns, a hit list for the initial query,
the user checks it and judges whether or not each
document is relevant in descending order of the ranking.
At a minimum, the user stops perusing documents after he
finds the first relevant one. Based on this minimum, our
method uses one relevant and several irrelevant docu-
ments as training examples for transductive learning in the
next step.

3. [Retrieval/Discovery] of other relevant documents by

transductive learning (S). After the user selects a relevant
document, a transductive learning algorithm is used to
find relevant documents the user did not find. As shown in
Fig. 1, it carries out the retrieval process by assigning a
label (relevant or irrelevant) to each unjudged (unlabeled)
document based on a small set of judged (labeled) data
from the previous step.

. Selecting expansion terms (S). After a set of relevant
documents has been retrieved, the system calculates a
score for each term in those documents. This
conventional scoring function will be described later.
The terms with the top m scores are selected for
expansion.

. Search with an expanded query (S). The initial query
is expanded by the additional terms as described
above, and the expanded query is inputted to the
IR system to get a new hit list. This is the end of the
first cycle of query expansion.

In these procedures, we naturally introduced learning into

query expansion as an effective way of automatically finding

relevant documents. Thus, we do not need to modify the basic

query expansion procedure and can fully utilize the potential

power of the basic query expansion.

2.2 Score Function for Query Expansion

Many query expansion techniques have been proposed. Although

a few techniques use precategorized training documents to
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prepare expansion terms for domain specific search [11], [12], most

of them are based on relevance feedback that is given automati-

cally or manually at the moment of ad hoc retrieval. How well this

type of method performs depends on the amount of feedback it

receives and on its ability to rank candidate terms for expansion.

The scoring function proposed in Robertson’s wpq method is

generally considered to be the effective one and has been used in

many researches [1], [13], [14], [15]. Our method is based on this

function. Since we actually use a modified version of the function,

we introduce it here and discuss it in Section 3.
The function calculates the score of each term using the

following equation:

scoreðtÞ ¼ rt
R
� nt � rt
N �R

� �
� log

rt=ðR� rtÞ
ðnt � rtÞ=ðN � nt �Rþ rtÞ

; ð1Þ

where rt is the number of relevant documents containing the term

t, nt is the number of documents containing t, R is the number of

relevant documents for a query, and N is the number of all

documents in the collection. This equation is based on the

Robertson/Spark Jones weight [16], which is the core of the term

weighting function in the Okapi system [8]. Note that this equation

is derived from a probabilistic framework, which can be shown by

transforming it as follows:

scoreðtÞ ¼ ðpt � qtÞ log
ptð1� qtÞ
qtð1� ptÞ

; ð2Þ

pt ¼
rt
R
; ð3Þ

qt ¼
nt � rt
N �R ; ð4Þ

where pt and qt represent the probability that a term t appears in

relevant and nonrelevant documents, respectively. Equations (3)

and (4) can be understood as estimates of these probabilities. This

means that a term’s score becomes higher when it appears more

frequently in relevant documents and less frequently in nonrele-

vant documents.
However, if a user only identifies a single relevant document, as

in this work, pt is 0 or 1 based on (3) because both R and rt are 1.

Similarly, qt is nt
N�1 or nt�1

N�1 based on (3). Since scores are mostly

determined by the value of nt, there would be little advantage in

the feedback. The value of R and rt must be increased for pt and qt
to be estimated with higher reliability. That is why we use

transductive learning, which is effective even if there are only a

few training examples.

2.3 Transductive Learning

Transductive learning is a machine learning technique based on
the transduction that creates classification labels for test data
directly without making any approximate function from a training

data [10]. The learning task is defined on a data set X of n points. X
consists of a training data set L ¼ ð~x1;~x2; . . . ;~xlÞ and a test data set
U ¼ ð~xlþ1;~xlþ2; . . . ;~xlþuÞ, typically, l� u. The purpose of the
learning is to assign a label to each data point in U under the

condition that the label of each data point in L is given.
Normal inductive learning consists of two phases, a learning

phase and an inference phase. In the learning phase, a subset of data
points L and labels YL is given as training examples. The learner

will produce a model to predict labels for the rest of the data points
in U . Using the model in the inference phase, we can finally get
those labels for YU . In contrast to inductive learning, transductive
learning uses both L and U . Moreover, the inference phase is not

separated from the learning phase. Learning and inference are
conducted at the same time in a transductive setting. The
transductive learner presumes labels of test examples using
similarities between labeled and unlabeled data points to comple-
ment the lack of training examples. Transductive learning is well

suited to settings in which jLj is very small.

Transductive learning or semisupervised learning has recently

become a popular subject in the machine learning field. Several

algorithms have been proposed, and their superiority in various

learning tasks has been demonstrated [17], [18], [19]. To apply

transductive learning to our query expansion, we chose SGT [20], a

state-of-the-art transductive learning algorithm. SGT formalizes

the problem of assigning labels to U with an optimization problem

of the constrained ratio cut in an undirected graph. By solving its

relaxed problem, it produces a solution that approximates the

original one.
SGT first makes an undirected graph G, where vertices are

directed from each datum xi to the k data most similar to xi. Then,
it divides the graph into two parts. One part includes all the
positive data but no negative data, and the other part contains
negative but no positive data. Finally, it assigns common labels to
all data in each part. The learning performance depends strongly

on how graph G is divided.
This problem can be formulated by the following optimization

problem:

min
~y

cutðGþ; G�Þ
jfi : yi ¼ 1gkfi : yi ¼ �1gj

s:t: yi ¼ 1; if xi is positive

yi ¼ �1; if xi is negative

~y 2 fþ1;�1gn:

ð5Þ

If there is no constraint, this problem is a simple MinCut problem.
Solving it without those constraints raises the possibility of

producing a very biased partitioning in terms of the number of
data. This partitioning often produces undesirable results. To
avoid this risk, SGT adds the above constraints, which are used to
create a balanced partitioning. However, adding the constraints
makes the problem NP-hard. SGT transforms it to a relaxed one

and creates an approximate solution.
When applying SGT to our query expansion, a whole data set X

corresponds to a set of top n ranked documents in a hit list. X does

not correspond to a whole document collection because the
number of documents in a collection is too huge (normally, it is
more than a hundred thousand) for any learning system to process.
L corresponds to a set of manually judged documents, relevant
documents, and nonrelevant documents. U corresponds to a set of

documents whose relevance is unknown. SGT is used to determine
the relevance of documents in U .
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By solving the problem, SGT assigns a value zi to each

document in U . If the problem is not relaxed, zi takes �þ ¼
þ

ffiffiffiffiffiffi
1�p
p

q
(for relevant documents) or �� ¼ �

ffiffiffiffiffiffi
p

1�p

q
(for nonrelevant

documents). Here, p is a fraction of relevant documents in X.

However, the zis assigned by solving the relaxed problem are real

values. p is decided by a threshold to make a binary label

assignment. However, the threshold cannot be decided unless p is

fixed. Thus, p and threshold are dependent of each other. To

produce the final decision, SGT parameterizes p (we represent it as

fp in the following description) and estimates �þ and �� as �̂þ ¼
þ

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
1�fp
fp

q
and �̂� ¼ �

ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
fp

1�fp

q
, respectively. SGT sets the middle point

between �̂þ and �̂� as a threshold for the final decision. Here, we

need to pay close attention to the behavior of zi when changing fp.

Although the value of fp does not need to be rigid according to

Joachims’ work [20], we observed that the number of positive data

that SGT assigns differed greatly in our preliminary experiments.

Assuming the minimum of one relevant document, the amount of

training data is extremely small, so zi does not change as fp

changes. This means that the value of the threshold, namely, the

value of fp, dominates the learning results in our method. Because

these results directly affect our method’s performance, we need an

appropriate way of setting fp, which will be described in Section 3.

3 PARAMETER ESTIMATIONS BASED ON MULTIPLE

SGT PREDICTIONS

3.1 Sampling Values for the Fraction of Positive
Examples

SGT uses two estimation methods to set fp automatically [20]. The

first sets the fraction of positive data directly to fp. However,

because the amount of labeled data is so small, we cannot get a

reliable value for fp. The second method takes a heuristic

approach, iteratively approximating fp to an actual fraction of

positive data. In practice, starting from 0.5, SGT resets fp to the

fraction of positive data assigned in each learning trial until the

difference between preset fp and an actual fraction converges into

a predefined range. The problem with this approach is that SGT

does not guarantee the convergence. In fact, it did not work well in

our preliminary experiments.

First, it is unrealistic to set fp precisely in advance, especially

when there is very little training data as in our condition. If fp is set

to a small value, we are confronted with the problem described in

Section 2, in which many terms have the same pt, and qt is the only

factor that differentiates term candidates for query expansion.

Instead of setting a single fp, we take another approach, which

runs multiple SGT trials with a variable fp based on a sampling

procedure [21]. Algorithm 1 illustrates the procedure that returns a

set of values to which fp can be set. When choosing a sampling

interval for this procedure, we consulted Buckley’s work [22],

which tried to approximate a recall-precision value at rank n in a

hit list using linear regression. On the basis of this work, we

assume that the number of relevant documents increases in

proportion to the logarithm of the number of n. Thus, we change

fp based on the integral multiplication of lnðnÞ. We sample less

than 10 different fp in the procedure. Although the number of

times we should change fp cannot be decided theoretically, it is

important that the sampling number should not be too small or too

large in actual use. The objective of this approach is not to find a

single appropriate value of fp but to increase the variety of term

candidates by increasing the number of relevant documents. After

a prediction value assigned by SGT has been aggregated in each

trial, each document has a real value between 0 and 1 (not a binary

value). This value represents the possibility that a document is

relevant. Based on this value, any document that has a positive

possibility value can be considered a relevant document. However,

the score of candidate terms is calculated based on the possibility

value of the document where the candidates appear.

Algorithm 1 Sampling Procedure for fp
1: Input : n // top n documents in a hit list

2: Output: S // a set of values for fp

3: piv( lnðnÞ; // sampling interval

4: for i ¼ 1 to 10 do

5: v ¼ ðpiv � iÞ=n;

6: if v > 1:0 then

7: exit;

8: else

9: add v to S;

10: end if

11: end for

3.2 Modified Estimations for pt and qt

Once a set of sampling points S ¼ ffip : i ¼ 1 � 10g is determined,
we run SGT using fip in turn. Then, we aggregate each prediction
value when calculating pt and qt as follows:

pt ¼
P

i r
i
tP

i Ri
; ð6Þ

qt ¼
P

iðnt � ritÞP
iðN � RiÞ

; ð7Þ

where Ri is the number of documents that SGT predicts as relevant
with the ith value of fip, and rit is the number of documents in Ri,
where a term t appears. In each trial, SGT predicts the relevance of
documents by a binary value of 1 (for relevant) and 0 (for
nonrelevant). However, if multiple predictions are aggregated,
the binary prediction value can be changed to a real value that can
represent rankings of relevance of documents. The main merit of
this approach in comparison with fixing fp to a single value is that it
can differentiate a value of pt even if the number of training
examples L is small. Since the number of relevant documents is
generally small, fp increases gradually. Furthermore, by using a
small fp first, we keep the same ranking of documents and avoid the
risk of invalid fp.

4 EXPERIMENTS

In this section, we present evidence that demonstrates the
superiority of our query expansion method. We also compare
our method with traditional methods.

4.1 Data Set and Evaluation Measures

We used the data set from the ad hoc track of the TREC-8
workshop [23] in our experiments. This data set consists of about
520,000 news documents on 50 topics (No.401-450) and relevance
judgments for the topics. Before the experiment, we removed
stopwords from documents and applied stemming. We extracted
query terms for each topic’s initial search from the title field of a
topic.

We used three evaluation measures: P10, P30, and mean
average precision (MAP). P10 and P30 are the precision for the
first 10 and 30 retrieved documents, respectively. MAP is the
average precision for a single topic. It is the mean of the precision
obtained when each relevant document is retrieved. Zero is used
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as the precision for relevant documents that are not retrieved. P10
and P30 are user-oriented measures intended to evaluate the upper
part of a ranking. This type of measure is suited to an ad hoc
search, where a user is satisfied if just a few relevant documents
are found. In contrast, MAP is a system-oriented measure that is
based on recall and considers both top-ranked documents and
relatively low-ranked documents. This type of measure is suitable
when a user wants to collect as many relevant documents as
possible. Since our method is not suited to types of retrieval, we
use these three measures.

4.2 Parameter Tuning

We first tested our method’s performance using various para-
meters. We used Joachims’ SGT package1 in our experiments.
Parameters for SGT were set to default values except for k (the
number of nearest neighbors) and d (the number of eigenvalues to
use for learning). These were set as k ¼ 0:5 � n and d ¼ 0:8 � n,
respectively, where n is the number of data used for learning (top n
documents in a hit list). Each datum is represented as a document
vector with normal tf � idf weighting. SGT uses the cosine
coefficient as a similarity measure.

Fig. 2 shows the results of our method when changing n

from 20 to 100. The number of expansion (added) terms q is
fixed to 5. Though the graph of P10 is not stable, all measures
peaked at n ¼ 40. Fig. 3 shows the results of our method when
q was changed from 0 to 10. n was set to 40. In this graph, P10
is also unstable until q ¼ 5, but it maintains constant values for
q > 6. P30 and MAP gradually increased and reached peaks at
q ¼ 6 and gradually decreased after that. The best parameters
for this data set are n ¼ 40 and q ¼ 6. We used these
parameters in the following comparison.

4.3 Comparison with Other Methods

We compared our method with three others: OKAPI [24], SMART
[25], and LANG [26]. Since OKAPI is a basic retrieval model of our
method, we chose it to test the utility of our extension. SMART is
an OKAPI competitor, as shown by the TREC-8 results. LANG is a
language modeling approach that outscored OKAPI on the TREC-8
data set, as shown in [26]. Detailed descriptions of these models
can be found in [24], [25], [26]. We implemented them using the
same scoring formulas described in the above references. Para-
meters of OKAPI (BM25) are set as k1 ¼ 1:2, k3 ¼ 1; 000, and
b ¼ 0:75. We tested various 0 � q � 30 and selected the best one for
OKAPI and SMART. In addition to q, we tested all combinations of
parameters 10 � � � � � � � 1 to update the SMART query vector
and to identify the best one. We used the mixture approach for
LANG [26]. We tested various 0:1 � � � 0:9 to determine the best
balance of the probabilistic model in LANG (� is different from the
one in SMART). All terms having more than 0.001 are added as
query expansion. Table 1 shows the results with parameters
optimized as described above.

In addition to comparing each method with manual feedback,
we also attached the results of initial retrieval and pseudofeedback
for reference. A summary of these results is also shown in Table 1.
The columns Man-rsd and Man are manual feedback results, and
Pse and Ini are pseudofeedback and initial retrieval results,
respectively. The difference between Man-rsd and Man is whether
it is evaluated using the residual collection or the whole collection.
Though manual feedback is usually evaluated using the residual
collection where already seen (judged) relevant and nonrelevant
documents are removed, we added Man as a comparison with Pse
and Ini.

The best parameters for manual feedback (see the column of
Man-rsd in Table 1) are given as follows: SGT: n ¼ 40, q ¼ 6,
OKAPI: q ¼ 0, SMART: q ¼ 0, ð�; �; �Þ ¼ ð3; 0; 0Þ, and LANG:
� ¼ 0:8. The relevance judgment procedure is the same as
described in Section 2 in each method. We set q ¼ 0 for OKAPI
and SMART because when we set q larger than 1, they got worse
results even than initial retrieval.2 However, SGT is used, OKAPI
performs 12 percent � 18 percent better on all measures. SGT
performed 8 percent � 12 percent better than SMART on all
measures. In contrast, SGT performed 6 percent worse than LANG
on P10 and about the same on P30 and MAP.

Although it is not a fair comparison, it can be seen that our
method is better than any of the pseudofeedback methods.
Parameters set for each method in pseudofeedback retrieval are
listed as follows: OKAPI: q ¼ 6, SMART: q ¼ 16, ð�; �; �Þ ¼ ð7; 7; 4Þ,
and LANG: � ¼ 0:8.

5 DISCUSSION

The amount of manual feedback assumed in our experiment was
clearly not sufficient for OKAPI and SMART whose results were
marginally better than the initial retrieval but worse than the
pseudofeedback, which does not use any manual feedback.
Applying our extension to OKAPI with manual feedback produces
better results than pseudofeedback. Although SGT does not
perform as well as LANG on the P10 evaluation measure, it is
comparable on the other two measures.

There is a big difference between LANG and other methods in
the number of expansion terms q. The average q in LANG is about
255. In contrast, qs of other methods are less than 20. The
computational cost of working with large numbers of query terms
might be critical in some computer environments. The number of
documents that require manual feedback, which affects the cost of
user feedback, averaged to 6.02 (minimum is 1, maximum is 121,
and variance is 294.7) in our experiments. This means that a user
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1. http://sgt.joachims.org.

2. The poor performance is caused by the lack of relevance information.
Query expansion works well if more relevant documents are given. For
example, OKAPI-Man ðq ¼ 20Þ shows P10 ¼ 0:604 and MAP ¼ 0:281, and
SMART-Man ðq ¼ 20; � ¼ 3; � ¼ 2; and � ¼ 0Þ shows P10 ¼ 0:666 and
MAP ¼ 0:320 when three relevant documents are given in the feedback.



needs to judge 6.02 documents until he or she finds the first

relevant document when using our method. This seems high.

However, if we eliminate topics with maximum values as

exceptional cases, the average number drops to 3.6 (the maximum

was 27, and the variance was 24.9). LANG’s average is not very

different from the above values. In addition to reducing the

number of documents that must be judged, we can also reduce the

cognitive load required to judge the relevance of documents by

refining the user interface. For example, we can use clustering to

collect up similar documents and have users judge only the

representative documents in a clustered group. Using this

approach, users can judge more documents with less effort.
Computational time of our query expansion method increases

linearly with the number of unlabeled documents to be used for

learning. For example, it took about 5.0 sec with 40 unlabeled

documents in our environment (Pentium4-M, 1.8-GHz processor, 1

Gbye of memory). Since our experimental program is written as

perl script, we can reduce the time with more sophisticated

implementation.

6 CONCLUSION

In this paper, we proposed a query expansion method using

practical manual feedback where relevance of documents is only

given until a user finds one relevant document. Since the amount

of relevant information is so small, we use the SGT algorithm, a

transductive learning technique, to obtain pseudorelevant docu-

ments. We then use the SGT results in the extended wpq method.

That was our original extension where the scores of query term

candidates were calculated by aggregating several SGT results by

slightly changing the parameters. In our experiments, we first

showed how the number of documents used in SGT, and the

number of expansion terms affects our method’s performance. The

results showed that the method performs well when the number is

relatively small. However, our method is not very sensitive to the

parameters. We also compared our method with other three

techniques. As for the retrieval with manual feedback, we

confirmed that our method improved the Okapi model and is

comparable to a state-of-the-art method based on the language

model. As a reference, we also compared our method with the

results of a pseudofeedback. Although our method requires human

effort, it enables users to work more efficiently.
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